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CI…c-R-CZ…-u⁄T-l…-éU-TZC-TaN-R-`, NCC-TZC-ßÈE-Cc“U-`c,
Chapter Two: Established Base

Refutation of Others’ Systems
Debate One

NE-RÈ-`, B-F…C-P-_‰, CZ…-u⁄T-P, åC-R-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P,
T“U-R-GÈc-FP, åC-R-^…P-R_-M`, CZ…-u⁄T-R]Ã-p…_, mT-R-Bc, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, WN-U
c-u⁄T-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, mT-§‰, WN-Uc-u⁄T-R, CZ…-u⁄T-l…-UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_-˛-T_-]NÈN-P, T“U-RGÈc-FP, åC-R-U-^…P-R_-M`, U…-åC-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, ˇN-F…C-U-^…P-R
]Ã-p…_, mT-§‰, ˇN-F…C-U, U…-åC-R]Ã-UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, N‰_-M`, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R, NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-UWPI…N-]H…C-R, ]Oÿc-qc-l…-UWP-I…N, ´‰c-R, qc-R]Ã-UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
1) If someone says: If it is an established base there is a pervasion that it is
permanent.

Take the subject vase- it follows that it is permanent-because it is an established base.
You accept that pervasion. If ‘reason not established’- take that subject-it is thatbecause it is established by valid cognition. There is a pervasion because:
established by valid cognition is the definition of established base. If the root is
accepted: Take the subject vase-it is not permanent-because it is impermanent. If the
reason is not established: take that subject-it is that- because it is momentary. There
is a pervasion because: momentary is the definition of impermanent. It follows it is
like that- because able to perform a function is the definition of functioning
phenomenon; disintegrating is the definition of compounded and generated is the
definition of produced.
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Debate Two

B-F…C-P-_‰, ^ÈN-R-^…P-P, NEÈc-RÈ-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, ]Oÿc-U-qc-l…-PU-UB]-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, N‰]Ãp…_, mT-R-Bc, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, WN-Uc-NU…Cc-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-mT-P, N‰-`-m
T-R-^ÈN-R_-M`, WN-Uc-NU…Cc-R, ^ÈN-R]Ã-UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_-]NÈN-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, NEÈcRÈ-U-^…P-R_-M`, NEÈc-U‰N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-§ÈE-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
mT-§‰, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-§ÈE-NEÈc-U‰N-l…-UWP-I…N, U…-]H…C-R-]Oÿc-U-qc-l…-UWP-I…N, U-´‰c-R, U-qc-R
]Ã-UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
2) Someone says: If it is an existent there is a pervasion that it is a functioning
phenomenon.

Take the subject non-compounded space-it follows it is a functioning phenomenonbecause it is an existent. You accept that pervasion. If ‘reason not established’:
take that subject-it is that-because it is the focus of valid cognition. If ’no pervasion’It follows there is a pervasion-because the focus of valid cognition is the definition of
existent. If the root is accepted: Take that subject-it follows it is not a functioning
phenomenon-because it is a non-functioning phenomenon. If ‘reason is not
established’: Take that subject-it follows it is that- because it is empty of being able
to perform a function. There is a pervasion because: empty of being able to perform
a function is the definition of non-functioning phenomenon, not disintegrating is the
definition of non-compounded and not generated is the definition of non-product.

Debate Three

B-F…C-P-_‰, a‰c-q-^…P-P, ^…P-R-~…N-R]Ã-a‰c-q-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, @-T“U-CI…c-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, N‰]Ãp…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, ^ÈN-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, mT-§‰, a‰c-q, ^ÈN-R, CZ`-q, CZ…-u⁄T-éU
c-NÈP-CF…C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_-]NÈN-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, ^…P-R-~…N-R]Ã-a‰c-q-U-^…P-R_-M`, ^…P-R-U…-~…
N-R]Ã-a‰c-q-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, a‰c-q-^…P-R-CE-Z…C-mÈN-l…-^…P-R-U‰N-R]Ãp…_, CI…c-R-Ü, NE-RÈ-U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, a‰c-q-^…P-R_-M`, CF…C-NE-M-NN-CE-_“E-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
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U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, M-NN-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, SP-W”P-M-NN-^…P-R]Ãp…_, U-u⁄T-P, @-T“U-CI…c-SP-W”P-M-NN-^…P-R_-M`, @-T-T“U-R-NE-M-NN, T“U-R-@-T-NE-M-NN-^…PR]Ã-p…_, NE-RÈ-U-u⁄T-P, @-T-GÈc-FP, T“U-R-NE-M-NN-^…P-R_-M`, ^ÈN-R-CE-Z…C-T“U-R-NE-CF…C
-U-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
3) Someone says: If it is an object of knowledge it has to be an object of
knowledge with a possible is.

Take the subject pillar and vase- it follows they are that (B)-because they are that (A).
If ‘reason not established’. Take that subject-it follows it is that (A)- because it is an
existent. There is a pervasion because: object of knowledge, existent, object of
comprehension and established base are synonymous. If the root is accepted: Take
that subject-it follows it is not an object of knowledge with a possible is -because it is
an object of knowledge without a possible is. If ‘reason not established’: take that
subject-it follows it is that-because it is an object of knowledge as well as it doesn’t
have a ‘is’. The second is easy; If ‘first is not established’: Take that subject-it
follows it is an object of knowledge-because it is either one or different. If ‘reason
not established’: take that subject-it follows it is that-because it is different. If
‘reason not established’: take that subject-it follows it is that-because they are
mutually different. If ‘reason not established’: the pillar and a vase are mutually
different- because pillar is different from vase and vase is different from pillar. If
‘first reason not established’: Take the subject pillar- it is different from vasebecause it is an existent and it is not one with vase.

Debate Four

B-F…C-P-_‰, ^ÈN-R-^…P-P, ^…P-R-U…-~…N-R]Ã-^ÈN-R-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, NEÈc-RÈ-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, N‰]Ã-p…_
, mT-R-Bc, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, åC-NEÈc-CE-_“E-^…P-R]Ã-p…_-K‰, NEÈc-RÈ-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T
_-]NÈN-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, ^…P-R-U…-~…N-R]Ã-^ÈN-R-U-^…P-R_-M`, ^…P-R-~…N-R]Ã-^ÈN-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T
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-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, ^ÈN-R-CE-Z…C-T‰U-a‰c-úP-U…P-]Oÿ-q‰N-Cc“U-mÈN-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, p…-U-U-u⁄T-P
, T‰U-a‰c-úP-U…P-]Oÿ-q‰N-Cc“U-GÈc-FP, NEÈc-RÈ-^…P-R_-M`, ^ÈN-R-CE-Z…C-åC-R-U-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
4) Someone says: If it is an existent it has to be an existent without a possible is.

Take the subject functioning phenomena- it follows it is that (B)-because it is that (A).
You accepted that pervasion. If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject-it is
that-because it is either permanent or impermanent- because it is a functioning
phenomenon. If root is accepted: take that subject-it is not an existent without a
possible is-because it is an existent with a possible is. If ‘reason not established’:
Take that subject-it is that-because it is an existent and matter, consciousness and nonassociated compounded phenomenon are it. If ‘later reason not established’: Take
the subject matter, consciousness and non-associated phenomenon- it follows they are
functioning phenomenon-because they are existent and not permanent.

Debate Five

B-F…C-P-_‰, NEÈc-RÈ-U-^…P-P, åC-R-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, _…-TÈE-¿-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, N‰]Ã-p…_, mT-R-Bc,
U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, åC-NEÈc-CE-_“E-U-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, ^ÈN-R-U^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, U‰N-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, WN-UcU-u⁄T-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_-]NÈN-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, åC-R-U-^…P-R_-M`, ^ÈN-R-U-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈ
c-FP, N‰_-M`, mÈN-l…-EÈ-TÈ-U‰N-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, _E-C…-EÈ-TÈ-]XÀP-R-U-^…P-R]Ã-p…
_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, GÈc-U-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, mT-§‰, _E-C…-EÈ-TÈ-]XÀP-R, GÈc-l…-UWP-I…N-^…P
-R]Ã-p…_,
5) Someone says: If it is not a functioning phenomenon then it has to be permanent.

Take the subject ‘horns of a rabbit’- it follows it is that (B)-because it is that (A). You
accepted that pervasion. If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject-it is that-
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because it is neither permanent nor impermanent. If ‘reason not established’: Take
that subject-it is that-because it is not an existent. If ‘reason not established’: Take
that subject-it is that-because it is a non-existent. If ‘reason not established’: Take
that subject-it is that-because it is not established by valid cognition. If root is
accepted: take that subject-it follows it isn’t permanent-because it is not existent. If
‘reason not established’: Take that subject-it is that-because it doesn’t have an
identity. If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject-it is that-because it is not that
holding it’s own identity. If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject-it is thatbecause it is not a phenomenon. There is a pervasion because:

holding it’s own

identity is the definition of phenomenon.

Debate Six

B-F…C-P-_‰, GÈc-^…P-P, NCC-CZ…-FP-n…-GÈc-U-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, T“U-R-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, N‰]Ã-p…_, m
T-R-Bc, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, ]Oÿc-qc-l…-GÈc-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, N
EÈc-RÈ-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_M`, õÈ-ú…_-ZTc-[÷U-G”-´È_-n…-NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, N‰_-M`, T“U-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, mT-§‰, N‰-T“UR]Ã-UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_-]NÈN-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, NCC-CZ…-FP-n…-GÈc-^…P-R_-M`, mÈN-l…-NCCCZ…-^ÈN-R-CE-Z…C-mÈN-GÈc-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, CI…c-R-Ü, NE-RÈ-U-u⁄T-P, T“U-R]Ã-NCC-CZ…-^ÈN-R_-M`, T“
U-R-U‰N-R]Ã-c-pÈCc-^ÈN-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰_-M`, TNC-U‰N-^…P-P, T“U-R-^ÈN-Rc-U-mT-R]Ã-p…_,
6) Someone says: If it is a phenomenon it is never a phenomenon that has a basis
of negation.

Take the subject of a vase- it follows it is that (B)-because it is that (A). You accepted
that pervasion. If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject-it is that-because it is a
compounded phenomenon. If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject-it is thatbecause it is a functioning phenomenon. If

‘reason not established’: Take that

subject-it is that-because it is able to perform a function. If ‘reason not established’:
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Take that subject-it is that-because it is ‘a flat bottomed bulbous (phen.), able to
perform the function of carrying water. It is that- because it is a vase. There is a
pervasion because: That is the definition of vase. If the root is accepted: Take that
subject- it is a phenomenon that has a basis of negation-because its basis of negation
exists and it is a phenomenon. The second is easy. If ‘first reason not established’:
It follows the basis of negation of vase exists-because there is a place without vase. .
If ‘reason not established’: It follows it is like that- because if it is selfless there is
no pervasion that vase exists.

Debate Seven

B-F…C-P-_‰, _E-UWP-^…P-P, a‰c-R-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, T‰U-a‰c-CI…c-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, N‰]Ã-p…_, m
T-R-Bc, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`. UEÈP-c“U-n…-¶E-EÈ_-u⁄T-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP,
N‰_-M`, UEÈP-c“U-n…-¶E-^“`-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, mT-§‰,
UEÈP-c“U-n…-¶E-^“`-NE-, NEÈc-RÈ-NÈP-CF…C ,åÈC R]Ã-¶E-^“`-NE-, åC-R-NÈP-CF…C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T
_-]NÈN-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, a‰c-R-U-^…P-R_-M`, úP-U…P-]Oÿ-q‰N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, mT-§‰, T‰U-a‰c-úP-U…P-]Oÿ
-q‰N-Cc“U-RÈ-PE-SP-W”P-]C`-T-BÈ-P-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
7) Someone says: If it is self-characterised it has to be consciousness.

Take the subject of matter and consciousness- it follows it is that (B)-because it is that
(A). You accepted that pervasion. If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject-it
is that-because it is established in the appearance to direct perception. If ‘reason not
established’: Take that subject-it is that-because it is the appearing object of direct
perception. If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject-it is that-because it is a
functioning phenomenon. There is a pervasion because: appearing object of direct
perception and functioning phenomenon are synonymous; appearing object of
conceptual thought and permanent are synonymous. If the root is accepted: Take that
subject- it is not consciousness-because it is a non-associated compounded
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phenomenon. There is a pervasion because: matter, consciousness and nonassociated compounded phenomenon are completely mutual exclusive.

Debate Eight

B-F…C-P-_‰, ñÈC-nŸ_-^…P-P, ≠…-UWP-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, Cc‰_-T“U-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, N‰]Ã-p…_, mT-R-B
c, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, _E-]XÀP-åÈC-Rc-ñÈC-Lfi-nŸ_-R]Ã-W”`-n…c-åÈCc-R_-q-T-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
mT-§‰, N‰-N‰]Ã-UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, CÈE-Oÿ-U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, _E-]XÀP-åÈC-Rc-ñÈC-Lfi-nŸ_-R]Ã-W”
`-n…c-åÈCc-R_-q-T-^…P-R_-M`, _E- ]XÀP-åÈC-R]Ã-CZ`-q-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_M`. CZ…-u⁄T-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_-]NÈN-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, ≠…-UWP-U-^…P-R_-M`, _E-UWP-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, Uu⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, ‰_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, mT-§‰, NEÈc-RÈ, _E-UWP, NÈP-NU-TN‰P-R-éUc-NÈP
-CF…C ,åC R. ≠…-UWP, AÿP-íÈT-TN‰P-R-éUc-NÈP-CF…C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
8) Someone says: If it is hidden it has to be generally characterised.

Take the subject of a golden vase-- it follows it is that (B)-because it is that (A). You
accepted that pervasion. If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject-it is thatbecause it is that which has to be realised by the conception apprehending it in a
hidden manner. There is a pervasion because that is its definition. If still

‘reason

not established’: Take that subject- it is that which has to be realised by the
conception apprehending it in a hidden manner- because it is the object of
comprehension of the conception apprehending it. If ‘reason not established’: Take
that subject-it is that-because it is an established base. If the root is accepted: Take
that subject- it is not generally characterised- because it is self-characterised. If
‘reason not established’: Take that subject-it is that-because it is a functioning
phenomenon. There is a pervasion because: functioning phenomenon, selfcharacterised and ultimate truth are synonymous; permanent, generally characterised
and conventional truth are synonymous.
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Debate Nine

B-F…C-P-_‰, ñÈC-nŸ_-^…P-P, ≠…-UWP-^…P-Rc-mT-\‰_-P, Cc‰_-T“U-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, N‰]Ã-p…_, mT-R-B
c, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, _E-]XÀP-åÈC-Rc-ñÈC-Lfi-nŸ_-R]Ã-W”`-n…c-åÈCc-R_-q-T-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
mT-§‰, N‰-N‰]Ã-UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, CÈE-Oÿ-U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, _E-]XÀP-åÈC-Rc-ñÈC-Lfi-nŸ_-R
]Ã-W”`-n…c-åÈCc-R_-q-T-^…P-R_-M`, _E- ]XÀP-åÈC-R]Ã-CZ`-q-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP,
N‰_-M`. CZ…-u⁄T-R]Ã-p…_, ˛-T_-]NÈN-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, ≠…-UWP-U-^…P-R_-M`, _E-UWP-^…P-R]Ãp…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, NEÈc-RÈ-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, mT-§‰, NEÈc-RÈ, _E-UWP, NÈP-NU-TN‰PR-éUc-NÈP-CF…C ,åC R. ≠…-UWP, AÿP-íÈT-TN‰P-R-éUc-NÈP-CF…C-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
9) Someone says: If it is a manifest phenomenon it is never a hidden phenomenon.

Take the subject pillar- it follows it is that (B)-because it is that (A). If ‘reason not
established’: Take that subject-it is that-because it is that which is to be realised by
direct perception in an explicit manner. There is a pervasion because: that which is
to be realised by direct perception in an explicit manner is the definition of manifest
phenomena. If still ‘reason not established’: Take that subject-it is that which is to
be realised by direct perception in an explicit manner- because it is a functioning
phenomenon. If the root is accepted: Take that subject- it is a hidden phenomenonbecause it is that which has to be realised by the conception apprehending it in a
hidden manner. The reason has been established.
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CI…c-R-_E-C…-`“Cc-`,
One’s Own System: Definitions & Divisions

CZ…-u⁄T-l…-UWP-I…N-^ÈN-N‰, WN-Uc-u⁄T-R-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
The definition of established base exists because established by valid cognition is its
definition.

CZ…-u⁄T-`-Nq‰-P-CI…c-^ÈN-N‰, åC-R-NE-, NEÈc-RÈ-CI…c-^ÈN-R]Ã-p…_,
Established base has two divisions because permanent and functioning phenomenon
are its divisions.

åC-R]Ã-UWP-I…N-^ÈN-N‰, GÈc-NE-ˇN-F…C-U-U-^…P-R]Ã-CZ…-UM—P-R-N‰, åC-R]Ã-UWP-I…N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
The definition of permanent exists because a common locus between not
momentarily changing and phenomena is its definition.

åC-R-`-Nq‰-P-CI…c-^ÈN-N‰, ^…P-R-~…N-R]Ã-åC-R-NE-, ^…P-R-U…-~…N-R]Ã-åC-R-CI…c-^ÈN-R]Ã-p…_,
Permanent has two divisions because permanent with a possible is and permanent
without a possible is are its divisions.

^…P-R-~…N-R]Ã-åC-R-TZC-Lfi-^ÈN-N‰, a‰c-q-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
a) Permanent with a possible is can be posited because object of knowledge is it

^…P-R-U…-~…N-R]Ã-åC-R-TZC-Lfi-^ÈN-N‰, åC-NEÈc-CI…c-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_b) Permanent without a possible is can be posited because (the subject) permanent and
impermanent is it.

NEÈc-RÈ]Ã-UWP-I…N-^ÈN-N‰, NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
b) The definition of functioning phenomenon exists because able to perform a
function is its definition.
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NEÈc-RÈ-`-Nq‰-P-Cc“U-^ÈN-N‰, T‰U-a‰c-úP-U…P-]Oÿ-q‰N-Cc“U-^ÈN-R]Ã-p…_,
Functioning phenomenon has three divisions because matter, consciousness and nonassociated compounded phenomena (n.a.c.p.) are its divisions.

T‰U-RÈ]Ã-UWP-I…N-^ÈN-N‰, çfl`-Oÿ-u⁄T-R-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, T‰U-RÈ-`-Nq‰-P-CI…c-^ÈN-N‰, p…]Ã-T‰U-RÈ-NE-, P
E-C…-T‰U-RÈ-CI…c-^ÈN-R]Ã-p…_, p…]Ã-T‰U-RÈ]Ã-UWP-I…N-^ÈN-N‰, ´‰c-T“]Ã-î‡N-l…-U-T•‡c-R]Ã-çfl`-Oÿ-u⁄TR-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, UWP-CZ…-^ÈN-N‰, T“U-R, @-T, c-G”-U‰-Ö‡E-TZ…-RÈ-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, PE-C…-T‰U-RÈ]Ã-U
WP-I…N-^ÈN-N‰, ´‰c-T“]Ã-î‡N-l…-T•‡c-R]Ã-çfl`-Oÿ-u⁄T-R-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, UWP-CZ…-^ÈN-N‰, \C-TFcI‰_-`‰P-n…-C\“Cc-S“E-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
The definition of matter exists because atomically established is its definition. Matter
has two divisions because outer matter and inner matter exist. The definition of outer
matter exists because a atomically established which isn’t contained within the
continuity of the person is it’s definition. An example exists because pillar, vase
earth, water, fire and air are it. The definition of inner matter exists because a
atomically established which is contained within the continuity of the person is it’s
definition. An example exists because the afflicted form aggregate is it.

a‰c-R]Ã-UWP-I…N-^ÈN-N‰, Cc`-Z…E-_…C-R-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, UWP-CZ…-^ÈN-N‰, U…C-a‰c-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
2) The definition of consciousness exists because clear and knowing is its definition.
An example exists because eye consciousness is it.

úP-U…P-]Oÿ-q‰N-l…-UWP-I…N-^ÈN-N‰, T‰U-a‰c-CE-_“E-U-^…P-R]Ã-]Oÿc-qc-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, UWP-CZ…^ÈN-N‰, NEÈc-RÈ-NE-, U…-åC-R-NE-, å-NE-T-ÇE-cÈCc-CE-\C-éUc-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
3) The definition of non-associated compounded phenomena (n.a.c.p.) exists because
a compounded that is neither matter nor consciousness is its definition. Examples
exist because functioning phenomenon, impermanent, and beings like horse and cow
etc. are it.
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^E-CZ…-u⁄T-`-Nq‰-P, CI…c-^ÈN-N‰, CF…C-NE-M-NN-CI…c-^ÈN-R]Ã-p…_,
Established bases has a further division into two because one and different exist.

CF…C-C…-UWP-I…N-^ÈN-N‰, cÈ-cÈ-T-U-^…P-R]Ã-GÈc-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, UWP-CZ…-^ÈN-N‰, a‰c-q, åC-NEÈc-R
È-éUc-_‰-_‰-Pc-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
1) The definition of one exists because a phenomenon that is not multiple is that
definition. Examples exist because objects of knowledge, permanent and functioning
phenomenon each are it.

M-NN-l…-UWP-I…N-^ÈN-N‰, cÈ-cÈ-T]Ã-GÈc-N‰-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, UWP-CZ…-^ÈN-N‰, åC-NEÈc-CI…c, UWP-UWÍ
P-CI…c, @-T“U-CI…c, Cc‰_-T“U-NE-\Ec-T“U-CI…c-éUc-N‰-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
2)The definition of different exists because a phenomenon that is multiple is that
definition. Examples exist because permanent and impermanent, definition and
definiendum, pillar and vase, golden vase and bronze vase are it.

^E-a‰c-q-`-Nq‰-P-CI…c-c“-^ÈN-N‰, _E-UWP-NE-≠…-UWP-CI…c-^ÈN-R]Ã-p…_,
Established base has a further division into two because self-characterised and
generally characterised1 exist.

_E-UWP-n…-UWP-I…N-^ÈN-N‰, ±-åÈC-C…c-TKCc-VU-U-^…P-R_-_E-C…-UWP-I…N-l…-u⁄T-R]Ã-GÈc-N‰-N‰-^…P
-R]Ã-p…_,
1) The definition of self-characterised exists because a phenomenon that is
inherently existing and not merely labelled by conception or sound is its definition.

≠…-UWP-n…-UWP-I…N-^ÈN-N‰, ±-åÈC-C…c-TKCc-R-VU-^…P-n…-_E-UWP-Oÿ-U-u⁄T-R-N‰, ≠…-UWP-n…-UWP-I…
N-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
2) The definition of generally characterised exist because a phenomenon which is
merely labelled by conception or sound and not inherently existing is the definition.

1Khedup

Je: That which can’t be realized via its own nature but being defined by having to be realized
via a generality is the meaning of ‘generaliy characterised’.
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N‰-TZ…P-Oÿ-NÈP-NU-R_-NÈP-q‰N-Q÷c-R]Ã-GÈc, NÈP-NU-TN‰P-R]Ã-UWP-I…N, NÈP-NU-R_-NÈP-q‰N-U…-Q÷c-R]ÃGÈc, AÿP-íÈT-TN‰P-R]Ã-UWP-I…N-^…P-PÈ,
In the same way a phenomenon that ultimately can perform a function is the
definition of ultimate truth; a phenomenon that ultimately can’t perform a function
is the definition of conventional truth;

˛ÈN-R-ßÈE-T-`Eliminating Objections
Objection One

BÈ-P-_‰, ÉÈ]Ã-^“`-Oÿ-q-_“E-, a‰c-q]Ã-UWP-I…N-U-^…P-R_-M`, ^…P-R-~…N-R]Ã-ÉÈ]Ã-^“`-Oÿ-q-_“E-, ^…P-R~…N-R]Ã-a‰c-q]Ã-UWP-I…N-U-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, \‰_-P-U-mT-§‰, CZ…-u⁄T-P-^…P-R-~…N-R]Ã-ÉÈ]Ã-^“`-Oÿ-q-_“ENE-, ^…P-R-U…-~…N-R]Ã-ÉÈ]Ã-^“`-Oÿ-q-_“E-CI…c-@-^…P-Rc-mT-R]Ã-p…_-K‰, CZ…-u⁄T-P, ^…P-R-~…N-R]Ã-éUUm‰P-NE-, ^…P-R-U…-~…N-R]Ã-éU-Um‰P-CI…c-@]Ã-CZ`-q-^…P-Rc-mT-R]Ã-p…_,
1) Someone says: suitable to be made the object of awareness is not the
definition of objects of knowledge because suitable to be made the object of
awareness with a possible is isn’t the definition of objects of knowledge with at
possible is.
There is no pervasion because: if it is an established base it has to be both
suitable to be made the object of awareness with a possible is and suitable to be made
the object of awareness with out a possible is because: if it is an established base it
has to be the object of comprehension of both omniscient awareness with a possible is
and omniscient awareness without a possible is.
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Objection Two

^E-BÈ-P-_‰, U…-åC-R-NE-, åC-R]Ã-CZ…-UM—P-^ÈN-R_-M`, ±-U…-åC-R-NE-, åC-R-CI…c-@-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
N‰_-M`, ±-U…-åC-R-^…P-R-CE-Z…C-åC-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_-\‰_-P, •ÈUc-åCc-U-u⁄T-l…-`P-]N‰Tc-cÈ,
2) Someone says: impermanent and permanent have a common base because
sound is both impermanent and permanent. It follows it is like that- because
impermanent sound is as well as is permanent. Giving ‘inclusive reason not
established’ answer is correct.

Objection Three

^E-B-F…C-]Oÿc-U-qc-l…-PU-UB]-GÈc-FP, NÈP-NU-TN‰P-R-^…P-R_-M`, UEÈP-c“U-n…-¶E-EÈ_-u⁄T-R^…P-R]Ã-p…_,U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, UEÈP-c“U-n…-¶E-EÈ_-^ÈN-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP,
N‰_-M`, UEÈP-c“U-n…-E‰c-EÈ_-^ÈN-R]Ã-p…_-P-U-mT, åCc-u⁄T-§‰, UEÈP-c“U-n…-CZ`-q-^…P-R]Ã-p…_-K
‰, éU-Um‰P-n…-CZ`-q-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, CÈE-Oÿ-]NÈN-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, NÈP-NU-TN‰P-R-U-^…P-R_-M`, AÿP-íÈTTN‰P-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_, U-u⁄T-P, N‰-GÈc-FP, N‰_-M`, åC-R-^…P-R]Ã-p…_,
3) Someone says: Take the subject non-compounded space- it follows it is
ultimate truth-because it is established in the appearance of direct perception. If
‘reason not established’: Take that subject-it is that-because it exists in the
appearance of direct perception. If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject-it is
that-because it exists in the ascertainment (realisation) of direct perception.
No pervasion; reason established because: it is the object of comprehension
of direct perception because: it is the object of comprehension of omniscient mind. If
above is accepted: Take that subject-it isn’t ultimate truth-because it is conventional
truth. If ‘reason not established’: Take that subject-it is that-because it is permanent.
This is a translation I did for the Tara Institute debating class. I have tried to reflect
the unique Tibetan debate format in English.
© Tenzin Dongak
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